Extra pulmonary tuberculosis: An anatomical perspective
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Abstract
Introdution: Extra-pulmonary Tuberculosis (EPT) amounts to about forty percent (40%) of the total epidemiology of Tuberculosis (TB). Detailed data of various systems and organ involvement of EPT is the objective of this article.

Materials and Methods: Data of the EPT were collected from Indian Journal of Tuberculosis (IJT) since 2010-2016 for a period of 7 years. Details of age, side of lesion, affected sex and immune status were recorded in an excel sheet. The data were analyzed using Microsoft Excel 2007, SPSS version 23 software.

Results: Total cases reported were 428, between 3-84 years. Females (220) were affected more than the males (186); genders of 22 cases were not specified. Genitourinary system was predominantly affected by EPT (213 cases). Patients aged between 21-40 were affected in highest percentage (69.39%) versus genitourinary system with a significant p-value of 0.000. Females were affected by EPT more than males with predominant involvement of the left side with a significant p-value of 0.000. Conclusion: This study provides significant information about the EPT with respect to the number of cases reported in a specified period and their age, gender, most common side of the disease. This study also highlights the predominant system involved by EPT and also the affected rare organs like tongue, clavicle, conjunctiva and breast.
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Introduction
The Extra-Pulmonary Tuberculosis as the name indicates involves other than the substance of the lung. Tuberculosis is a disease caused by Mycobacterium Tuberculosis, Mycobacterium Bovis. It is a fatal contagious disease that can affect almost all organs of the body. In Europe during 19th century, 25% of deaths were caused by this disease. It is used to be called as the “White death” as opposed to the “Black death” caused by Plague. The death toll began to fall during the early 20th century because of the introduction of effective medicines.

However, more people are affected now than there were in 1950; about 3 million people are expected to die in this era because of this disease especially in poorly developed countries. It is estimated that at any one time, one of the world’s population is affected by this disease. EPT is more prevalent among, urbanized, homeless, intravenous drug abusers, population with malnutrition, poor general healthy. People at risk are alcoholics, HIV positive individuals, health care workers, hostellers, prisoners, immigrants from areas of HIV infection.2-4

Pulmonary T.B. is acquired through droplets where they are exposed to air for hours from an infected person by coughing, sneezing, singing, speaking. However the TB bacteria are killed when exposed to ultraviolet light including sunlight. Infected milk and dairy products are responsible for the gastro-intestinal and reproductive system infections of both men and women.

Disease process starts after the inhalation of tuberculosis bacteria it reaches the lung within 6 weeks. A stable infection develops which hardly gives any signs and symptoms. This is called a Primary infection or Ghon focus, after this the infection is disseminated through blood to other organs. People with good immunological status are not usually affected by the disease instead it remains dormant for years without harming the body. It can get reactivated when the person’s immune system begins to get deteriorated. Lungs are the favourite habitat for the disease to progress.

Signs and symptoms depend upon the organ which is involved. Chronic cough, persistent cough with sputum production, blood stained in chronic cases, fever, fatigue, weight loss, appetite loss, night sweats. Other non TB bacteria (Atypical Mycobacterium) cause diseases in susceptible patients with history of cystic fibrosis, chronic lung damage, alcoholism and immune-suppression (by disease or drugs). Tuberculosis commonly presents as disease of the lungs. It can spread through blood to brain, meninges, pleura, male and female genitourinary tract, intestine and skin. It can affect other systems as well.

Materials and Methods
Data of the EPT were collected from Indian Journal of Tuberculosis (IJT) since 2010-2016 for a period of 7 years. Details of age, side of lesion, affected sex and immune status were recorded in an Excel sheet. The data were analyzed using Microsoft Excel 2007, SPSS version 23 software.

Results
The result of this study is given in the form of Excel derived bar diagrams. Among the total number of 428 reported cases, males were 186, females 220 and 22 were with unspecified sex. (Fig. 1). Total of 53 were less than 20 years
of age, 297 were between 21-40 years of age, 55 cases were between 41-60 years of age and 23 were above 60 years of age. (Fig. 2). The number of involved nervous system cases were 11, cardiovascular 12, dental 2, endocrine 2, genitourinary 213, intestinal 80, lymphatic 30, musculoskeletal 57, respiratory 9 and skin and soft tissue 12. (Fig. 3). Within 20 years of age 22 were male, 20 were female and 11 belonged to unspecified sex. Between 21 to 40 years of age 123 were male, 171 were female and 3 were with unspecified sex. Between 41 to 60 years of age 31 were male, 23 were female and 1 was unspecified. In the above 60 years of age group 10 were male, 6 were female and 7 were with unspecified sex. (Fig. 4). Among 186 male cases affected by EPT, 3 were with bilateral involvement, 10 with left side involvement and 5 with right side involvement 168 were uniorgan. Among 220 female cases 8 were with bilateral, 15 with left side and 14 with right sided EPT and 183 were uniorgan. Among 22 unspecified cases none are with bilateral involvement, 5 belonged to left side, 6 belonged to right side and 11 were uniorgan. (Fig. 5).

**Discussion**

Organs with high oxygen tension are more susceptible to TB infection including lung and kidney. Females were more affected by EPT than males including unspecified number 22 cases as per this study (Fig. 1). The predominant age group affected by EPT in this study was 21-40 (Fig. 2). In this study the reported EPT of kidney was 75, and pleura was 9. Moreover the genitourinary system was the most affected one in this study (Fig. 3). EPT of the temporomandibular joint (TMJ) also has been reported. In the present study, no TMJ EPT was reported. TB is more prevalent in infants, children, adolescents, elders and in individuals who have immunosuppressive diseases. In this present study 18.69% of the reported cases were immune compromised. Primary TB is 90% asymptomatic and most commonly affects lungs. Secondary TB occurs when the progressive pulmonary disease spreads to other organ systems through self inoculation via infected sputum, blood or the lymphatic system. Extra pulmonary lesions (EPT) may be ulcerative, but granulomatous disease is more common. Females were more commonly affected and left side was predominantly affected by EPT (Fig. 4, 5).

Prime organ affected in the urinary system is kidney. In the male genital tract, prime site of infection is epididymis followed by seminal vesicle, prostate, vas deferens and testis. The present study reports 3.50% (15) of prostate involvement. Most frequent complication of prostate TB is infertility due to destruction of glandular tissue and reduction of ejaculatory volume of semen. Prostatic abscess should be considered as a possible etiology for pyrexia of unknown origin in 5th and 6th decades of life. Tracheal and bronchial compression leads to pneumonia and atelectasis; atelectasis of middle and lower lobes and pulmonary fibrosis respectively.
There are approximately 200 cases of thyroid tuberculosis reported in medical literature. This study reports only one case of thyroid EPT (0.23%). Thyroid dysfunction is rare with tuberculosis of thyroid and very few cases of thyrotoxicosis or hypothyroidism due to destruction of thyroid gland are reported in literature. FNAC is an effective way of pre-operative diagnosis of Thyroid Tuberculosis. In this study FNAC was positive for 7.24% of patients. Apart from Tuberculosis, epitheloid cells in thyroid can be seen in sub-acute granulomatous thyroiditis, autoimmune thyroiditis, sarcoidosis and other infective causes of granulomatous diseases.

Fig. 4: Bar diagram showing age versus sex distribution

Fig. 5: Bar diagram showing side versus sex distribution

Skeletal involvement of Extra-Pulmonary Tuberculosis is common and knee joint is the third most common joint involved after spine and hip joint. This study reports maximum number of spine involvement of 33 cases. Differential diagnosis of lesions in patella includes tumors (chondroblastoma, osteoblastoma, infected aneurysmal bone cyst to metastatic lesions), tumor like conditions (eg. Brown tumour) and inflammatory lesions (eg. gout, pyogenic and osteomyelitis). Imaging studies especially MRI are of great interest for the diagnosis and to assess the extent of TB (Patella). An osteolytic lesion with a sequestrum is usually suggestive of infective pathology and absence of sclerosis and location in the para-articular region suggests Tuberculosis. This study reports a single case of Patella EPT diagnosed by MRI with other investigations (X-ray, histopathology, Mantoux test, ESR, CRP. Adrenal Tuberculosis is the most common cause of adrenal insufficiency (Addison’s disease).

Adrenal Tuberculosis manifests as unilateral or bilateral enlargement, central necrosis and calcifications. This study reports a case of Adrenal EPT. EUS-FNAC has proved to be an excellent tool for the cytological diagnosis of pancreatic and peri-pancreatic masses. A definitive cytological diagnosis is possible by EUS-FNAC in 80-95% of cases. This study reports a case of pancreatic EPT. Giovannini et al reported accuracy of 79% of EUS guided biopsy in diagnosis of pancreatic masses, whereas Faigel et al reported accuracy of 96%. According to WHO, one third of world’s population is infected with TB. Ross and Somasundaram reported forty one out of forty two HIV infected patients developed disseminated Tuberculosis. In the present study 21.50% of the EPT cases underwent HIV test of which 3.30% were HIV positive.

Conclusion
This study gives an overall view of the organs of our body affected by Extra Pulmonary Tuberculosis. This study provides significant information about the EPT with respect to the number of cases reported in a specified period and their age, gender, most common side of the disease. This study also highlights the predominant system involved by EPT (genitourinary) and also the affected rare organs like tongue, clavicle, conjunctiva and breast. This study also proved that EPT affects any organ which has got its blood supply. The Mission 2025 TB plan (TB free India) by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare decided to concentrate on exclusively EPT and its prevention. This initiative would take care of the incidence and prevalence of ETB within safe limits.
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